
TimeLinx SmartMobile™ for field teams enables the quick and
easy capture of employee and contractor activities on any
mobile device or web browser.

Streamlined for quick entry, TimeLinx provides easy and accurate
collection of timesheet data including automated calculation of rates
and costs using a complex behind-the-scenes pricing matrix, expenses
and task activities with synchronization to many popular accounting
systems. Eliminate typing errors and cash collection delays forever!.

Core Features
 Record time against projects
 Accurately track billable & non-billable time
 Enter & track expenses like travel and mileage
 Record HR data such as vacation time & holiday time
 Rapidly work on multiple customer projects at once

Users can easily record and submit time in a user-friendly browser or
mobile interface. Time can be captured wirelessly on-the-go which
synchronizes directly into the main hosted TimeLinx project application.
All transactions are automatically routed into a multi-tiered approval
process with audit trails for real time visibility. They are instantly
calculated to maximize profit and provide management with visibility
into that profit in real-time.

Direct integration with accounting systems means that job cost
modules can still be used but are no longer necessary as TimeLinx takes
over these functions. The TimeLinx Accounting Package will then port
all data into your accounting system’s various modules. TimeLinx with
SmartMobile™ eliminates duplicate data entry, reduces errors,
eliminates the need to maintain information in multiple systems, and
speeds up your quote-to-cash lifecycle.

TimeLinx simply makes cents™

TimeLinx is a CRM-based application that
improves service operations while building
customer rapport.
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Product Highlights

 Rapid and easy time and expense entry

 Multiple approval levels 

 Automated alerts to notify of activities

 “Assigned tasks” option limits user access 

 Customizable minimum and incremental time calculations 

 Multi-language capable 

 Integration to popular accounting systems

 Instant profitability calculations
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